
* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.  
This product is not intended  to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Nutrition Info
Serving Size:  
4 sprays (0.50 ml)
Servings per Container: 60

Amount per 
Serving

% Daily 
Value*

ZEN Mist™ 
Proprietary blend of 
11 essential electro-
magnetically charged 
trace elements

.50 ml †

OTHER INGREDIENTS: Water (as Purified 
Ionic Mineral Structured Water).

Suggested Use: Take 4 sprays 2 times a day 
orally. Spray into your mouth, hold for several 
seconds then swallow. Shake well prior to use. 

CAUTION: Do not use if safety seal is broken 
or missing. Store in a cool, dry place. Keep 
out of reach of children.

T H E  PAY  I T  FO R WA R D  CO M PA N Y

ZEN Mist™

*Percent Daily Values (DV) are based upon a 
2,000 calorie diet 
† Daily Value not established

A Nutritional Breakthrough  
for Your Cells 
Every major system in your body depends on 
the work of healthy cells. If your cells are not 
healthy, they can’t protect your body from toxins 
and health will suffer. At the microscopic level 
of human cells, ZEN Mist™ enhances nutrient 
absorption (through the electromagnetic energy 
charge “EEC” provided in ZEN) and promotes 
hydration (through EEC activated electrolytes) 
to support natural healthy cell performance, 
the way Nature intended – a nutritional 
breakthrough for your cells.

ZEN Mist™ delivers proprietary Zilis Energized 
Nutrition™ technology in a convenient 
oral and topical spray. This revolutionary 
innovation enhances nutrient absorption 
at the microscopic level of human cells – a 
nutritional breakthrough for your cells. Through 
our exclusive electromagnetic energy charge 
“EEC”, the electrolytes provided in ZEN Mist™ 
are activated and promote hydration to support 
natural healthy cell performance, the way Nature 
intended. ZEN Mist™ delivers a rapid increase of 
osmotic pressure to speed absorption, enabling 
the body to take maximum advantage of the 
nutrients in foods and supplements. The micro-
sized electrolytes are small enough to penetrate 
your cell membranes, to bind with and within 
your cells, and to be carried wherever they 
are needed in the body. Our proprietary blend 
delivers this benefit “naturally” without the use 
of any preservatives or artificial ingredients or 
masking flavors. In fact, ZEN Mist™ has the taste 
of the purest spring water. 

REMEMBER: water is the essential key to life 
Without it – life stops. When water is over 
filtered, de-energized, de-mineralized or loaded 
with toxins, it stops being the essential key to 
life at the cellular level. Think of ZEN as the re-
activator to water that your blood cells may be 
missing for essential life factors. ZEN Mist™ re-
balances the energy, structure and function of 
the water in your body therefore maximizing its 
metabolic potential.

Enjoy enhanced nutrient 
absorption, healthier 
cell function & more 

with ZEN Mist™

Rejuvenate the Health  
of Your Cells
One of the most important features of a healthy 
red blood cell is its ability to maintain maximum 
hydration, or what is also referred to as osmotic 
pressure. Under a microscope, this essential 
characteristic is similar to a fully inflated 
basketball – the cell becomes round and tight. 
Electromagnetically charging the cells (with the 
power of ZEN) enhances their osmotic pressure, 
thus inducing rapid cellular hydration and the 
ability to carry oxygen, vitamins, and minerals 
into the cells.

When you use ZEN Mist™, you will feel more 
energy and an ability to focus like never before. 
You will also enhance the benefit of every 
nutritional product you use from our trusted Zilis 
Brand Partners. Just imagine what you have 
been missing from all your other supplements 
before today. Take a few sprays today and see 
just how good you can feel! Get the most out 
of your supplements, the most out of your daily 
performance, the most out of your life.

FUN FACT: Our planet spins around 
the sun, and earth spins around a molten 
bed of metal and minerals, this creates a 
north and south pole of electromagnetic 
polarity that keeps us from spinning out 
of control. Our planets don’t crash or stick 
together or fall into the sun because of this 
polarity (as magnetic energy). The oceans 
stay put due to its gravity and osmotic 
pressure. Since we are not grounded to the 
planet, we can miss out on this “polarity” 
charge and the balancing power it offers. It 
is all around us, it is part of us, it is why we 
are here…therefore it’s simply “essential”. 
It is what makes life possible. Energy 
so small we can hardly see it, with a life 
force so big it controls our solar system. 
Unlock this same potential for your body 
and health with proprietary ZEN Mist™, 
available exclusively through Zilis.
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